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ABSTRACT
Video transmission over variable-bandwidth networks requires instantaneous bit-rate adaptation at the server site to
provide an acceptable decoding quality. For this purpose, recent developments in video coding aim at providing a fully
embedded bit-stream with seamless adaptation capabilities in bit-rate, frame-rate and resolution. A new promising
technology in this context is wavelet-based video coding. Wavelets have already demonstrated their potential for quality
and resolution scalability in still-image coding. This led to the investigation of various schemes for the compression of
video, exploiting similar principles to generate embedded bit-streams. In this paper we present scalable wavelet-based
video-coding technology with competitive rate-distortion behavior compared to standardized non-scalable technology.
Keywords: Scalable wavelet video coding, motion compensated temporal filtering, in-band wavelet video coding,
MPEG-AVC.

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for multimedia over networks and the heterogeneous profile of today’s playback devices (from
low-resolution portable devices to HDTV platforms) and networks imposes the need for scalable video coding. In
practice, scalability implies the ability to decompress to different quality, resolution and frame-rate layers from subsets
of a single compressed bit-stream.
Recently, the MPEG-committee has started an exploration of new technologies to support scalable video coding while
providing competitive rate-distortion performance compared to single-layer coding schemes (i.e. MPEG-2,4, H.26L,
MPEG-AVC). Solutions proposed based on existing standards using the hybrid coding architecture, on which those
standards are based (e.g. MPEG-4 Fine Grain Scalability-FGS framework), have never met this criterion in a satisfactory
way1 (see section 2). Hence, to meet this target a specific effort is necessary and new available technologies have to be
involved.
A new promising technology is wavelet-based video coding. Wavelets have already demonstrated their potential for
quality and resolution scalability in still-image coding – see for instance JPEG20002, 3. This led to the investigation of
various schemes for the compression of video, exploiting similar principles to generate embedded bit-streams: in-band
wavelet video coding, video coding based on motion compensated temporal filtering (MCTF) and in-band MCTF video
coding. These schemes will be described shortly in section 3.
In section 4, we investigate the rate-distortion performance of these different approaches. In comparison to non-scalable
MPEG-4 coding technology, it will be shown that wavelet-based video codecs yield excellent coding results, proving
that scalable video coding can be achieved without sacrificing compression efficiency.

2. ITU-T AND ISO/IEC CODING STANDARDS
Current codecs standardized by ITU-T and ISO/IEC, respectively the H.26x and MPEG-x standards, are based on a
hybrid, closed prediction-loop coding architecture4 (Figure 1). With these schemes the spatial redundancies are typically
removed by using a block-based discrete cosine transform (DCT), while the temporal correlations in the video sequence
are exploited by inserting a motion estimation and motion compensation stage in a feedback loop. As shown in this
figure, in the intra-frame coding mode, the DCT coefficients are quantized and entropy coded, similar to a DCT-based
still-image coder. Subsequently, the inverse quantization process and the inverse DCT are used to reconstruct a lossy
*
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coded version of the input intra-frame, used as a reference at the next coding stage. In the inter-frame coding mode, the
motion estimation determines on a block basis the motion between the new incoming frame and the reference frame that
was kept in a frame memory. The obtained motion vectors allow for predicting the new incoming frame based on the
reference frame. The resulting motion-compensated frame is then subtracted from the new incoming frame, and the
residual prediction error (error-frame) is encoded. The obtained DCT coefficients for both the inter-frames (i.e. errorframes) and intra-frames are quantized and entropy encoded with a lossless variable length encoder (VLC, e.g. Huffman
coding or arithmetic encoding, usually in conjunction with run length encoding). The motion vectors produced in the
motion estimation stage are losslessly entropy coded as well. Finally, the reconstructed error-frame together with the
motion compensated frame are used to compose the new reference frame for the next coding stage.
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Figure 1 – Basic structure of a hybrid DCT-based coding scheme typically issued for classical ITU-T and ISO/IEC video coding
standards.

All current ISO/IEC and ITU-T standards (Figure 2) are based on this hybrid architecture. ITU-T developed their H.26x
series of coding standards targeting videoconferencing applications. H.261 was developed to allow audiovisual
communication over ISDN channels and supports the use of non-interlaced video in CIF or QCIF format at 30 fps. Its
popular successor H.263 targets low bit-rates ranging from 20 kbps up to 320 kbps and supports a bigger range of image
formats scaling from sub-QCIF to 16CIF.
In parallel ISO and IEC developed their MPEG-standards. The MPEG-1 standard focuses on the compression of noninterlaced video for storage on CD-ROM, while MPEG-2 was designed for HDTV, DVD and other high-end
applications that consume interlaced/non-interlaced video material. MPEG-2 was jointly standardized with the ITU-T
experts (resulting in the H.262 specification). Digital television uses for instance MPEG-2 streams to transmit the video.
Hence, seen the recent introduction of interactive digital television (iDTV) and the fact that most hardware (set-top
boxes, TV satellites etc.) is still using this technology, it can be expected that MPEG-2 will remain to be an important
standard the coming years, notwithstanding the introduction of newer and more powerful compression standards. For
example, baseline MPEG-4 offers besides a slightly enhanced compression performance also support for object-based
video coding.
Recently, both committees decided to define a new joint standard, being MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) and
H.264 (H.26L). This new standard provides excellent coding performance over a wide range of bit-rates and is giving a
rate-distortion performance boost of 50% over baseline MPEG-4 at the expense of a significantly higher implementation
complexity.
By using a layered model for the image information (Figure 3), scalability can be supported by these hybrid coding
schemes at the expense of a lower rate-distortion performance1. The base layer allows then for obtaining a base quality
(in terms of Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio – PSNR, frame-rate or resolution) of the decoded sequence (Figure 3). Decoding
the additional layer(s), or enhancement layer(s), improves consequently the quality of the reconstructed video sequence.
For Fine Grain Scalability (FGS) in MPEG-45 the enhancement layers are obtained by encoding the DCT-coefficients in

a bit-plane-by-bit-plane fashion. The usage of this technology allows a more continuous scaling of the image quality with
respect to the available bit-rate. Nonetheless, its significant disadvantage consists of the poor rate-distortion performance
in comparison with its non-scalable equivalents1. Hence, while temporal scalability is typically well supported by the
usage of B-frames, quality or resolution scalability should be provided using completely different coding strategies.
Scalable video coding solutions that overcome these drawbacks are the wavelet-based video coding technologies, which
will be our focus in the following sections.
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Figure 2 – Overview of ITU-T and ISO/IEC standardization pipelines.
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Figure 3 – Realizing a quality scalable hybrid video coder using a base layer/enhancement layer representation of the input sequence.

3. MPEG-4 SCALABLE VIDEO CODING (SVC)
Recently, the MPEG-committee has started the exploration of new technologies to support scalable video coding without
jeopardizing the rate-distortion performance compared to single-layer coding schemes (i.e. MPEG-x, H.26x, MPEG-4
AVC). Solutions proposed for the hybrid coding schemes on which those standards are based (e.g. MPEG-4 Fine Grain
Scalability-FGS framework), have – as said – never met this criterion in a satisfactory way1. Hence, a specific effort is
necessary to meet this target by involving new available technologies6.
As mentioned earlier, a new promising technology is wavelet-based video coding. The new developments that emerge
from this research can be situated in a few categories.
The first set of compression technologies is based on spatial-domain motion compensated temporal filtering
(SDMCTF)7-9. These video codecs replace the classical closed-loop with a front-end containing a motion-compensated
temporal wavelet transform: during this stage the temporal redundancies are removed by using the temporal (wavelet)
filtering, which follows the trajectory indicated by the motion vectors obtained via a spatial domain motion estimation.
Thereafter, in order to reduce the spatial redundancies, the frames resulting from the temporal filtering are subsequently
spatially-decomposed using a two-dimensional wavelet transform (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 – Video Coding based on Spatial-domain Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (SDMCTF)

A second category of video compression technologies is based on motion compensation in the wavelet domain, the socalled in-band predictive schemes10, 11. These schemes use a classical hybrid video codec architecture, with that
exception that the motion estimation and compensation take place after the spatial wavelet transform (i.e. in the wavelet
domain) and not before (Figure 5). The advantage of this approach is that the multiresolution nature of the wavelet
domain representation can be fully exploited. For a long time, the main bottleneck blocking the wider acceptance of
these techniques has been the shift-variance problem, characteristic for critically sampled wavelet transforms, which
hampers efficient motion estimation. Recently, this bottleneck has been removed by using an overcomplete wavelet
representation10, 11 of the reference frames in the prediction process. Such an overcomplete representation can be
constructed from the critically-sampled wavelet representation of the reference frames using a complete-to-overcomplete
discrete wavelet transform (CODWT)10,11 – see Figure 5. Inside the prediction loop, all phases of the overcomplete
representation are taken into account during motion estimation. This approach removes the aforementioned bottleneck
due to the shift-invariant nature of the overcomplete discrete wavelet transform, but introduces an augmented
computational complexity. Recently, efficient solutions have been proposed to alleviate this drawback10, 12, 13.
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Very recent research efforts have been focused on a third category of architectures, combining the MCTF and in-band
wavelet coding approaches, yielding competitive results compared to the single-layer switching (SLS) mode of MPEG414 (Figure 6). This architecture is based on a spatial wavelet transform front-end, followed by a wavelet domain,
subband-based MCTF or in-band MCTF (IBMCTF). The advantage of this architecture is that it combines the openloop structure of the SDMCTF-based codecs, yielding excellent performance for quality scalability and an efficient
temporal decomposition of the video sequence, with the superior performance for resolution scalability provided by the
in-band hybrid video coding architectures. Moreover, the IBMCTF architecture allows for a very flexible subband-based
configuration of the codec, enabling the choice of different GOF structures, different motion estimation accuracies and
different prediction structures (bi-directional, forward/backward prediction, longer temporal filters) per subband or
resolution (see Figure 7).
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Figure 6 – In-band motion compensated temporal filtering (IBMCTF).

Recent rate-distortion results prove that wavelet-based video coding delivers promising rate-distortion behavior, while
offering at the same time the required functionalities of resolution, quality and temporal scalability. In the next section,
coding results that demonstrate these findings will be given.
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Figure 7 – The IBMCTF codec offers extremely flexible configuration possibilities on a subband basis. The low-frequency subband
can even be encoded with another MPEG or H.26x-codec providing in this way backward compatibility for specific low-end
applications.

4. CODING RESULTS
We evaluate the coding performance obtained with our experimental instantiations of the SDMCTF and IBMCTF videocoding architectures18. For results on the in-band prediction schemes we refer to our earlier work10,13.
The discussed wavelet codecs have been equipped with successive approximation quantization and with an efficient
entropy coding system, called QuadTree-Limited (QT-L) codec3, which combines quadtree coding and block-based
coding of the significance maps with context-based entropy coding3,15. The motion vectors are encoded with a

combination of predictive coding and context-based arithmetic coding16, 17. Our MCTF codecs were also equipped with
an efficient multi-hypothesis block-based motion estimation technique18. For reasons of comparison, we will also
compare the performance of these codecs with the MC-EZBC codec19, which utilizes bi-directional motion
compensation.
First, we evaluate our SDMCTF codec against (1) the MC-EZBC19, which is a state-of-the-art fully-scalable instantiation
of SDMCTF-based coding, and (2) the non-scalable Advanced Video Coder (AVC) jointly standardized by ISO/IEC and
ITU-T20. In addition, we compare the spatial-domain MCTF with our in-band MCTF instantiation and determine the
efficiency of each coding architecture for resolution and temporal scalability.
For our experiments, we use the 9/7 filter-pair with a three level spatial decomposition. The chosen parameters for the
multi-hypothesis motion estimation (ME) correspond to the bidirectional Haar temporal filter without the use of the
update step21. Four temporal decomposition levels were performed, with the search range dyadically increasing per level.
After the ME algorithm, the motion vectors are coded using a prediction formed by the neighboring vectors17 and the
residual error is compressed using adaptive arithmetic entropy coding..
Figure 8 illustrates the coding results obtained with the spatial-domain MCTF using multi-hypothesis ME against the
fully-scalable MC-EZBC coder19 and the new MPEG-4 AVC coder20. For the CIF-resolution sequence, ME with 1/8
pixel accuracy was performed, while retaining 1/4 pixel accuracy for the larger-size sequence in order to limit the
complexity of the simulation. The AVC coder operated with two references, variable block sizes and CABAC entropy
coding; also, a GOP structure of 16 frames using three B-frames between consecutive P-frames was used. Due to its nonscalable nature, the AVC coder had to perform coding/decoding operations for every experimental point, while the two
scalable algorithms produced embedded bit-streams, from which sub-streams were extracted at the bit-rates produced by
the AVC.
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Figure 8 – Comparison between SDMCTF, MCEZBC and MPEG-4 AVC.

The results show that the SDMCTF using multi-hypothesis prediction is comparable with the highly optimized AVC
over a large range of bit-rates, while retaining the advantages offered by embedded coding. Additionally, significant
coding gains are observed in comparison to the state-of-the-art MC-EZBC over a large range of bit-rates. Notice that in
comparison to AVC’s ME, the employed ME algorithm does not include selective intra prediction modes, the ratedistortion optimization is simpler, and only two block sizes are considered. We plan to address these issues in the future
because preliminary experiments suggest that the performance of the MCTF-based approaches improves with the use of
such tools.
To compare the performance between the spatial domain and in-band MCTF approaches we present two typical
examples, using two sequences of high and medium motion content. Half-pixel accurate ME was used in these
experiments. The results for the full-resolution/full frame-rate decoding are given in Figure 9 (top). We find that the use
of multiple motion vectors for each resolution level increases the coding performance of IBMCTF in the case of complex
motion, as seen in the Football sequence. Nevertheless, without a rate-distortion optimization framework, the increased
motion-vector bit-rate may overturn this advantage for sequences with medium motion activity, like the Foreman
sequence.
The full-scalability capability of the IBMCTF codec is demonstrated in Figure 9 (bottom), which depicts the
performance for decoding at half resolution/half frame-rate and different quality levels. The IBMCTF operates using the

level-by-level CODWT. The reference sequences used in the rate-distortion comparison of Figure 9 (bottom) are
obtained by one-level spatial DWT performed on a frame-by-frame basis, followed by retaining the LL subbands and
frame-skipping. Both IBMCTF and SDMCTF can achieve resolution-scalable decoding. However, it is important to
notice that, in a scalable coding scenario corresponding to coarse-to-fine progressive transmission of different
resolutions, only the IBMCTF architecture guarantees a lossy-to-lossless decoding at all resolutions provided that the LL
subbands are used as the best possible approximations of the original video sequence at any given resolution22. This is
observed experimentally in Figure 9 (bottom), where a large PSNR difference exists between the different alternatives. A
typical visual comparison is also given in Figure 10.
Additionally, a visual comparison between the MPEG-4 AVC and our SDMCTF codec (Figure 11) shows that both
codecs yield a similar visual quality, each though with their own artifacts.

5. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that the recently introduced spatial domain and in-band motion compensated temporal filtering
video coders deliver a rate-distortion behavior that is competitive with non-scalable state-of-the-art coding technology,
such as MPEG-4’s Advanced Video Coding. The results presented in this paper suggest that scalability can be reached at
little expense in terms of rate-distortion behavior. Moreover, it can be expected that significant improvements are
feasible with respect to – for example – more advanced motion estimation techniques and rate-allocation mechanisms.
Finally, implementation aspects need to be investigated, since it is unclear (and hard to predict) at this moment how the
complexity of the MCTF solutions will compare against their non-scalable competitors.
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Figure 9 – Comparison between in-band MCTF and spatial-domain MCTF. All points were obtained by decoding a different number
of resolution, quality or temporal levels from the temporal decomposition. For the PSNR comparison at the lower spatial resolution,
the uncoded LL subband of the original sequence is used, while frame-skipping provides the reference sequence at lower frame-rates.
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Figure 10 – Visual comparison for the half-resolution/half frame-rate decoding at 97 Kbps (Foreman sequence, decoded frame no. 7):
(a) Original, (b) SDMCTF, (c) IBMCTF, (d) MC-EZBC.

Figure 11 – Visual results obtained with the MPEG-4 AVC (left) and SDMCTF (right) codecs for the Harbour sequence at 384kbps
for a resolution of 360x240pels and 15fps (upper pictures) and at 1.5Mbps for a resolution of 720x480 and 30fps (lower pictures).
Both codecs yield comparable visual results.
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